
Five New IT Risks  
This Holiday Season  

And How to Avoid Them



The coming holiday season will almost certainly put every part of the solution stack to the test, 
including websites, ecommerce systems, ERPs like Oracle and SAP, supply chain systems, and 
the server and database infrastructure that underpins it all, across on premises, private cloud, 
hybrid and multi-cloud.

In holidays past, numerous brands across nearly every industry have hit the headlines due to  
a technical glitch—from Lowe’s to Applebee’s. Even Amazon, on its signature Prime Day 2018, 
suffered an embarrassing outage, with server scalability issues reported as a possible cause. 

This year will pose even higher stakes. In this guide 
you’ll find out what your tech peers are prioritizing, the 
five biggest risks to overcome, and three ways to evolve 
toward a sustainable holiday infrastructure that efficiently 
drives customer experience, loyalty, and revenue. 
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Holiday Season 2019: Numerous 
Sectors Expecting a Surge
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Anticipated volumes are startling. 
Last season US consumers spent 
a record $850 billion,1 the most 
significant jump in six years. 

Retail leaders like J.Crew and Lululemon hit Black Friday 
hitches—losing millions in sales. With online shopping 
growing at nearly 20%,2 and consumers expecting an 
omnichannel experience with Amazon-like fulfillment 
speed; web, payments, inventory, shipping, data warehouse 
infrastructure, and every database will be tested.

1 https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/how-lessons-from-the-record-breaking-
2018-holiday-season-can-inform-retailers-2019-strategy
2 https://nrf.com/media-center/press-releases/nrf-says-state-economy-sound-and-forecasts-retail-sales-will-grow
3 https://nrf.com/media-center/press-releases/nrf-says-state-economy-sound-and-forecasts-retail-sales-will-grow
4 https://www.emarketer.com/content/did-clicks-really-surpass-bricks-for-share-of-us-retail-sales-not-exactly

Forecasting a 10-12% 
increase in online 
channel, 4-5x more 
than brick and mortar.3,4

Holiday Consumer Spending

$800B

$850B

2017

2018
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56% of shoppers wait until the last 
weekend before Christmas to act.
https://nrf.com/media-center/press-releases/procrastinators-rush-meet-holiday-deadline
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In banking and financial services, more 
transactions, more mobile payments, and 
more volume from new subscriptions will put 
increased pressure on backend infrastructure.

It was just a few years ago that PayPal6 experienced a Cyber Monday service 
interruption, and these kinds of incidents are at risk of growing. And with 
steady year-over-year growth in the economy, the travel and hospitality 
industry is also expecting new records, with more than 80% of customers 
booking online―it’s predicted to test the uptime and responsiveness of 
websites, reservation systems, and hotel management systems.

6 https://www.cnbc.com/2015/11/30/paypal-appears-to-be-down-on-cyber-monday.html

80% customers 
book online
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Where Technology Leaders 
Are Focused This Season
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IT has shifted in recent years toward driving revenue. 
According to a recent Gartner survey, “2019 CIO 
Agenda: Global Perspectives,”7 driving revenue and 
business growth is the No. 1 business priority for 
North American CIOs.8

And with the holiday season responsible for as much as 30% of annual revenue in some 
industries, it’s the most important time to deliver on promises.

Getting there requires enabling apps and infrastructure to drive customer loyalty and 
experience everywhere, from a seamless omnichannel and mobile interaction to a fast, 
responsive experience at every touchpoint, and from initial website visit to booking to 
customer service. It requires ensuring low latency, 100% uptime, scalability, planet-wide 
data distribution, and data security, while delivering holiday AppDev customer initiatives 
on time so they can move the dial for the season.

7 2019 CIO Agenda: Global Perspectives
8 2019 CIO Agenda: Global Perspectives

30% of annual
revenue  
(holiday season)
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It’s no surprise, then, that a recent industry survey 
of IT leaders commissioned by DataStax found 
that enabling customer loyalty ranked top on tech 
initiatives—albeit doing so efficiently and profitably.

Source: Gatepoint Research, Pulse Report

Increase customer loyalty

Improve profitability of eCommerce channel

Reduce the cost of sales

Increase order value

Optimize omnichannel experience (Mobile, Alexa, SMS, Voice, etc.) 

Reduce fulfillment and shipping time

Reduce the cost of customer acquisition

Reduce customer service costs

Other

51%

50%

44%

41%

37%

34%

27%

27%

5%

Technology Leader Business Goals for the Season
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Five Key Risk Factors 
Converging for the Holidays
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Numerous drivers are elevating risk and 
exposure for IT in 2019 and beyond, starting 
with the fact that IT is on the hook more than 
ever to drive the top line.

But this year, there are five new roadblocks to 
a flawless, revenue-boosting holiday for IT:
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Companies are finding they have more 
database technologies in play than ever 
before. The balkanization of databases 
that are proprietary and locked to 
Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services, 
and Google Cloud, from different key-
value stores to graph databases, has 
meant a rise in silos. 

01
More database types, 
instances, and data 
silos than ever
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IT skills will be stretched to manage and maintain the additional 
infrastructure complexity, with our industry survey finding that data silos 
are now the No. 1 challenge facing technical leaders―spinning wheels 
maintaining it all. It’s operational complexity and more points of failure 
that portend holiday fire drills.
 
It also means that with so many different database instances and 
technologies now at play, across various cloud platforms, the risk of 
data leakage is higher than before, because it’s so hard to track so 
many instances and different schemas. For example, just a few years 
ago Uber fell victim when a rogue cloud database silo was breached,9  
resulting in millions of dollars in damages and negative headlines.

01  
More database types, instances, and data silos than ever

9 https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/techftc/2018/04/lesson-uber-secure-your-non-production-software-environments

58%
Multiple data silos throughout our environment

34%
Inability to access real-time data

29%
No integration of physical and digital touchpoints

23%
Cannot efficiently/effectively scale during peak loads

20%
Not meeting performance/service level objectives

20% 
Questionable security

08%
Other

IT Challenged with Data Silos 
and Timely Access to Data

Source: Gatepoint Research, Pulse Report
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A recent DataStax survey found that 
62% of organizations have moved 
several or most of their workloads 
to the cloud; many freshly delivered 
over the past year.10

02
The paint is still 
wet on many digital 
transformation projects

10 Source: Gatepoint Research, Pulse Report
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02  
The paint is still wet on many digital transformation projects

of IT leaders worry about ability to 
handle peak loads across physical 
and digital touchpoints11

52% For organizations that have embarked on digital projects over 
the past year, it may be the first holiday season these migrated 
or re-architected apps―whether driving the website, orders, 
or mobile experiences; managing bookings and payments; 
or integrating with suppliers―present extreme load on the 
databases that are now part of the newly renovated stack.

11 Source: Gatepoint Research, Pulse Report
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Open source delivers incredible value, 
now contributing between 60-80% of the 
typical codebase in any organization, has 
grown substantially in recent years, and is 
an essential part of any enterprise stack. 
And this holiday season, there’s more 
open source at play than ever, across 
hybrid and multi-cloud environments— 
and that’s a good thing. 

03
A rapid growth in 
ad hoc open source 
database instances
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03
A rapid growth in ad hoc open source database instances

IT leaders saw questionable security 
and jeopardized SLAs as a key risk12

20%

Customers would have concerns shopping  
at a recently breached company13

45%
12 Source: Gatepoint Research, Pulse Report
13 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/4737_2018-holiday-survey/2018DeloitteHolidayReportResults.pdf

But in some cases, the rush of internal teams to innovate and migrate 
apps mean it has all been in an “anything goes” approach―resulting 
in noncompliance with certifications like Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standard (PCI DSS), or relatively unmanaged, unpatched open 
source (OSS) database silos that can create fertile ground for hackers. 

It also creates another issue, jeopardizing operational integrity to 
support service-level agreements (SLAs)—when holiday demand hits, 
it’s paramount that problems can be escalated and resolved quickly. 
With unmanaged open source databases, often the lead times to 
resolution are substantial, resulting in lost revenue and damaged 
reputations. 
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Over 60% of consumers buy their gifts in 
the last week before Christmas,14 creating 
a huge spike and revenue opportunity in 
the final days of the holidays.  

04
Changing customer 
behavior is creating 
unpredictable peak 
scalability demands 14 https://nrf.com/media-center/press-releases/procrastinators-rush-meet-holiday-deadline
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04  
Changing customer behavior is creating unpredictable peak scalability demands

Potential customers leave if online 
performance lags by 3+ seconds15

53%

More is spent by customers when 
they have a great experience16

14%
15 https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/data-measurement/mobile-page-speed-new-industry-benchmarks/
16 https://about.americanexpress.com/press-release/customers-reward-outstanding-service-spending-more-and-spreading-word-
friends-and

A single poor experience, whether a failed booking or payment,  
or simply an unresponsive website, can not only mean lost near- 
term revenue, it can impact CSAT (Customer Satisfaction Score)  
and damage brand loyalty and revenue for years to come. 

But there’s new unpredictability too, such as social media-driven 
demand surges, or sharp regional volume spikes that can instantly  
put 5x the load on unexpected parts of the stack. It’s one of the 
reasons that our DataStax survey found that nearly one in four saw 
an inability to efficiently and effectively scale databases during peak 
loads as a challenge in the holiday period.
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On average, critical application 
failures can cost enterprises 
between $500K and $1M an hour.
https://www.devopsdigest.com/idc-survey-appdynamics-devops-application-performance
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The final challenge is the sheer volume 
of IT and AppDev initiatives that are still 
underway and in the pipeline for the 
holidays, from improving mobile user 
experience, handling new payment types, 
and adding subscription management 
systems to creating a more seamless 
omnichannel experience. 

05
Vital holiday digital 
projects at risk
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05
Vital holiday digital projects at risk 

With so many databases and tools in play, stack complexity is often 
cited as a key factor for project delay. What’s increasingly changing 
is a rapidly evolving landscape that is more cloud-centric and more 
fragmented, introducing major overhead for AppDev working with 
so many databases, tools, and APIs that are often proprietary to 
each cloud. For example, a recent RightScale survey found that 84% 
of companies are now multi-cloud, making it critical to harmonize 
databases and other parts of the stack, and ensure they are cloud-
neutral to avoid damaging developer productivity. 

Are actively migrating to the cloud

68%

Multi-Cloud

Single Public

Single Private

No Plans

84%

10%

3%

3%

Increase in Cloud Complexity

Source: Gatepoint Research, Data Management Pulse Report, 
RightScale 2019 State of the Cloud Report
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Three Ways to Evolve Your 
Holiday Infrastructure
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With so many new variables for 2019 and 
subsequent holidays too, there are three ways 
IT leaders can start to minimize the risks.
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01 
Simplify Your Database 
Infrastructure to Lower 
Stack Complexity

Avoiding cloud lock-in with a single database that runs across every cloud is 
vital to prevent database sprawl. Database technology that is cloud-neutral, 
hybrid capable, runs on any public or private cloud, and can be distributed 
across multiple clouds while ensuring a single unified schema that is entirely 
transparent for apps can result in a dramatically simpler data architecture. It’s 
a way to cut IT maintenance cycles and reduce risky data silos—simplifying 
operations for the holidays, and improving project delivery.

Multi-model databases that support key-value, tabular, JSON/document, and 
graph, all in one system, enable IT to simplify and reduce database silos further.

DataStax
Enterprise

On-Premises
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Shifting to a distributed, masterless database architecture eliminates points of failure too, essential during the holidays. 
A peer-to-peer design can include multiple data centers in a hybrid cloud, rather than a master/slave architecture that’s 
typical with legacy relational databases, and many NoSQL databases, which can provide important benefits. With a peer-to-
peer architecture, in the event of a server failure requests can go to any one of the database nodes, or if an entire cloud is 
unavailable, requests can automatically be sent to another―providing agility, flexibility, and uptime during sensitive periods. 
A distributed approach has another benefit, handling peak loads by scaling out horizontally, by just adding more new nodes 
online, running on any cloud, to ensure responsiveness during holiday volume spikes.

02 
Go Distributed to Improve 
Uptime and Elasticity
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Using open source databases for production IT processes can present security, support, reliability, and troubleshooting issues  
(such as lack of robust documentation), which can all add up to a holiday headache.

But it doesn’t have to be that way. DataStax delivers the best enterprise-grade distribution of Apache Cassandra™, one of the most 
popular open source databases. DataStax is 100% OSS compatible with Cassandra and goes through a rigorous QA and testing 
process, ensuring it’s ready of production and minimizing downtime. Hotfixes, bug escalations, enterprise features (like advanced 
security), and upgrades are all included, speeding issue resolution time, and reducing database risk. With 24x7 or 8x5 support,  
IT can quickly get assistance, ensuring that SLAs are met during crunch periods.

03 
Manage Open Source 
Smarter to Reduce Security 
and Operational Risk
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Customers are voting with their wallets toward companies that not only deliver the best products and 
satisfaction, but those that deliver digital excellence and unparalleled customer and omnichannel 
experience. It puts technology leaders on the hook to deliver, and with a mandate to drive revenue 
and growth, there’s never been a better time to upgrade infrastructure to meet growing demand and 
changing customer behavior.

While companies have invested in cloud and digital over the last few years, complexity has increased 
commensurately—with a spiraling set of different proprietary NoSQL databases for each cloud, and 
often for each model from key-value to graph. It comes on top of maintaining existing relational 
database infrastructure, that often remains on premises. All of this has come at a price—IT effort, 
AppDev productivity, security, and operational risk.

Industry leaders like Walmart, Delta Airlines, Macy’s, eBay, and McDonalds have evolved their 
infrastructure to efficiently scale and drive uptime, while simplifying IT to ensure ease of maintenance 
and deliver on digital projects faster year-round. Getting there requires a plan, and DataStax is helping 
some of the fastest growing and biggest brands meet holiday demand with confidence. 

Summary
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Find out how you can ensure you’re ready 
for a record-breaking holiday season.

LEARN MOREDOWNLOAD WHITE PAPER
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https://www.datastax.com/solutions/system-modernization
https://www.datastax.com/resources/whitepaper/your-enterprise-ready-holidays


About DataStax

DataStax delivers the only active everywhere hybrid cloud database built on Apache Cassandra™: DataStax Enterprise and DataStax 
Distribution of Apache Cassandra, a production-certified, 100% open source compatible distribution of Cassandra with expert support. 
The foundation for contextual, always-on, real-time, distributed applications at scale, DataStax makes it easy for enterprises to 
seamlessly build and deploy modern applications in hybrid cloud. DataStax also offers DataStax Managed Services, a fully managed, 
white-glove service with guaranteed uptime, end-to-end security, and 24x7x365 lights-out management provided by experts at 
handling enterprise applications at cloud scale. More than 400 of the world’s leading brands like Capital One, Cisco, Comcast, Delta 
Airlines, eBay, Macy’s, McDonald’s, Safeway, Sony, and Walmart use DataStax to build modern applications that can work across any 
cloud. For more information, visit www.DataStax.com and follow us on Twitter @DataStax.

© 2019 DataStax, All Rights Reserved. DataStax, Titan, and TitanDB are registered trademarks of DataStax, Inc. and its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries.

Apache, Apache Cassandra, and Cassandra are either registered trademarks or trademarks of the Apache Software Foundation or its subsidiaries in Canada, the United States,  
and/or other countries.
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